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Abstract : We comment on the sensitivity of the running quark masses to the scale of 
third generation Yukawa couplings unification in the minimal supcrsymmetnc standard model 
(MSSM). With slight variations of the input running quark masses, Yukawa couplings 
unification can be achieved at both intermediate scale (Mi = 1.4 x 10^^ GeV) and GUT scale 
(M u  = 1.87 X lO'® GeV). This scenario conforms with the pattern of the symmetry breaking of 
the SUSY SO (10) GUT with or without intermediate symmetry.
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1. Introduction
During the last one decade the question of third generation Yukawa couplings unification in 
the minimal supersymmetric standard mcxlel (MSSM) embedded in GUTs tike SUSY 
SO(IO) model, has been studied mainly from two angles : (i) the low-energy prediction of 
either top or bottom quark mass, and ntf, /m^ ratios from the boundary condition of 
Yukawa couplings unification at GUT scale as starting point [1-4], and (ii) the prediction 
of the third generation Yukawa couplings uniri(^tion scale through Renormalization Group 
Equations (RGBs) of the Yukawa couplings evolving from the electroweak scale (Mz), 
using the experimental input values of mtop, mj, and [5-8], The second option does not 
fully address the question whether Yukawa couplings unification can occur at an 
intermediate scale (Af/) or at the GUT scale {Mu) [2,8], This aspect is also related to the 
symmetry breaking pattern of SUSY SO(IO) model with or without an intennediate 
symmetry breaking scale. The possible existence of an intermediate symmetry scale around 
M, ~ 10“  -  10*2 GeV corresponding to (B-L) symmetry breaking, has been studied 
thoroughly in SUSY SO(IO) model [9-12], and such a scale is particularly important for
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achieving small neutrino masses through seesaw mechanism necessary to understand solar 
and atmospheric neutrino flux and/or the dark matter of the universe [13]. The Yukawa 
coupling {h/j) of the right-handed Majorana neutrino (if they exist) with mass 
.sub.stantially lighter than the lepton number (L) or (B-L) violating scale {Mj), affects the 
RGEs due to the presence of an extra term in the superpotential of the MSSM : 
^ where V't lepton doublet [13-15). The right-handed neutrinos 
decouple at ^  < Mat. and Mn «  Mx, one usually considers the renormalization effect due to 
the Yukawa interactions of neutrino from the region of momentum Mat 5 p  S Mx- In such 
case the GUT boundary conditions [13] are taken as Atop = h ,^ hi, = A,.
In this paper, we address the second option regarding the issue related to the 
Yukawa couplings unification at both the intermediate and GUT scales in MSSM. and the 
sensitivity of the input values of top and bottom quark masses. In Section 2. we outline the 
formalism and collect all the relevant RGEs, while in Section 3, the numerical results and 
conclusion are given.
2. Evolution equations of the Yukawa couplings
The renonnalization group equations (RGEs) of the Yukawa coupling evolution relevant 
tor Uie present investigation, in MSSM are given by
dh^U)
~ d F ~ = Ohf (1) + Thj it), f  = top, b.T.N, ( 1)
where the two-loop contributions {Thjit)) arc given in Ref. [2] and the one-loop 
contributions (0A/ri)are collected here (2,14.15),
16a--0A,„p = A,„p 6/»,lp + III + A^0^ - ^ c , g j
f~l
(2)
167r-0A,, = A/, 
16ar-0A, = A^
6hl + hi + hip - X
1 =  1
4 A =  -I- V i l  +  h f , e ^ - ' ^ c ' / g l
1=1
(3)
(4)
167r'0//yy ■— 4/J^ + 3A,2p + h] -
1=3
where the coefficients
c, = (13/15, 3, 16/3). 
c r=  (9 /5 .3 , 0).
c; = (7/15, 3. 16/3), 
= (3/5, 3. 0).
(5)
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The two-loop RGBs for the gauge couplings are also given below [21; 
dgiit)
dt
;= top ,6 ,r1=1
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(6)
(7)
where the scales of evolution are defined as r = In |^ /lG e V ), = In (m,op /IG eV ),
fyy = In (Mfi, /IG eV ), = ^(t -  ijv) = 1 (or 0) w |en p  > (or <) Ms\ and ji>i, g2 and 
correspond to the gauge couplings of U(l)j', SU(2); and SU(3)f- of the MSSM assumed to 
hold for p  > witop = Msusy- I  he scale dependence of Ute Yukawa couplings at the scale of 
top quark running mass, can be expressed through the fermion running masses and free 
parameter tan/J = v„ / v j , v = -^(v^ + v j)  = 174 GeV,
^Uip ^^ 0 ^
vtan/?
‘’ '7 ( 1 +  t a t i ^ l ) ’ 
mi,(to) = ho (fo>-
7(1 + tan- p)  ’
WlrOo) = llt(to )-
(8)
(9)
( 10)
7(1 + tan- fi) ’
mhUo) ^ » h ( h ) l nb ’ (11)
where l,, = Infm ^/l GeV), = ln(m^./I GeV). In cqs. (8-10), Wtop(' l^opl- "'fr (^ h), and 
Ur) refer to the ninning masses of the top, btitlom and r lepton; and p, are the QCD-QED 
icscaling factors defined [2,3] as n^,(t^^ ) = m,(m, ) j r] , , i = h, r. The values of gj(to). 
g2 (>o). g^Uo) at tlie top quark mass scale (to) arc estimated using two-loop RGBs, from the 
GBRN-LKP measurements at Afz= 91.18 GeV 116,17], 
sin 2 e„, (Mz)  == 0,2310 ± 0.000.3, 
a , ( M z )  = 0.118 ± 0.004,
a - '(A f2 ) =: 127.9 ± 0.1. (12)
We make use of the running ma.sses of the top, bottom and r  in eqs. (9-10) tlirough eq. 
(11). For light quarks and leptons, the differences between the pole 
(physical/experimcntal) and the running masses at low energies are negligible whereas for 
heavy quarks (top, b), the differences aie significant. F'or t-lepton, the running mass is 
taken as the exptaimental mass OTr= tn^tr) = 1.785 GeV, but for heavy flavours like top and 
bottom quarks, we employ the two-loop tbrmula [18.19]
s 7l (13)
p^o\e _mb
S n .ll.n .'S ® '" " '® ’*'' .n S  S i  5 .5 0 ''' 1« -
pol   V  3  ^ I) quai^  ^
v(hcTe*e*"® 0.22,ed4W  and ^ 0 -'“° ; value of d»c«
5 f 5 S ^ r a s = = = ''- :
. ujogs sector 120V g^en W
5-
05)
''’ . m.‘A tiom "‘‘
Q,^h'
lol>
0.»'5’\
i 0/^5"'
0.^5'
U.B2
U )
10.2®
, « t»‘/t
21*5'
2*-t* 21.”
C.oVt
, « w - < “ '“ S !2« ‘’«^“ ^ “’" “‘" '^
,Vati»«'"'°** , of tunning t““'‘C'lo.or^  ' * rtut *
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arbitrary value of tan fi. For simpUfication of our analysis, we have considered here the 
case for ^  < Ma, so as to avoid the effect of running HnUi) in eqs. (2-5). Our numerical 
solution shows that for input values of the running masses mtop(»»,op) = 166.5 GeV, 
mb(mfc) = 4.2 GeV (corresponding to = 175.6 GeV. = 4.7 GeV). and
(to)
Figure 1. Vananon of ,he Yukawa couphngs />„ and /,,) w„h absolute enerp .seaU- , =
In I CjcV) for input values of r\inning quark ma-sses and Ian /3, (b)mn,p h>
(167.77. 4.55) CicV. and tan /?= 52.51
Ian /t = S6 86. the lop-h-r Yukawa aiuplings onificalkMi aeale is ohiained at the 
inlemcOiaic scale , = 27.98 (M, -  I 4 x  10'= OeV) as shewn in Figure la. 1 ^  vanauim el 
lan /i does nel help much to push M , al .he GUT scale. However with shghi vanauons ol 
the mpul values, = 167.77 UeV. = 4.55 GeV and Im .^  -  5 2 5 h  lire
Yukawa couplings unification is achieved again at the GUT  ^ _ Jiihin the
1.87 X 10'^ GeV) as shown in Figure lb. Here ma,p(mu,p) = 167. ic is 
uncertainty range, but = 4.55 GeV which lies outside the
airrespond to = 4.95 GeV if we consider only the one-loop contnbuuon m eq. (14). 
which still lies in the acceptable range, * = ( 5 . 0 -  4.7) GeV.
Tlie present finding on top-h-r Yukawa couplings jg
the MSSM embedded in GUIs like SO(IO) without [2 , 1 ^  j„ ’ top^quark
intermediate symmetry breaking scale (Af/ = 10"-10’’ GeV). i
■’^ A.(3>-23
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mass, witop = 166.5 GeV, the triviality bound on perturbative consistancy, //,*p ( M , r  ) / 4 n  < 
1 ha.s been satisfied for lower values of tan j? > 1.62 at the GUT scale M i,  -  1.87 x 
10*  ^(JeV. Such low value of tan /I is particularly important for large hierarchiciil sUucture 
of neutrino masses of three families at low energies in seesaw mechanism 115| , The effect 
of extra renormalization due to on //,op(/.t), h 0 ) .  and for the energy range 
t =  -  tii) i.s particularly important for accurate low-energy prediction of small neutrino
masses in seesaw mechanism 115].
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